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Towards Europe 2035 –
In Search of the Archimedean Screw: FOCUS in Perspective

Uwe Nerlich

Abstract: Approaches and results from the FOCUS project centred on the planning of security research in the 2035 time frame to support foresighted EU security missions. In a follow-up, they could be carried further to help provide a framework for analyzing long-term trends and dynamic interactions in a global environment undergoing tectonic changes, reaching beyond the FOCUS mission to explore new contexts of civil security research in support of possible future EU mission scenarios. European developments are in large part driven by challenging global developments, reaching beyond external risks and threats to which the EU needs to respond. This article thus explores the complementarity of the FOCUS framework and the concurrent fifth NIC Report “Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds” of the US National Intelligence Council (NIC) in search of a framework for assessing the impact of global dynamics on the inner dynamics of global players, with the EU as a special case.
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Traveller, there are no roads. The roads are made by walking.
Spanish Proverb

FOCUS: Scope and Objectives

Foresighting has increasingly become an integral part of how many governmental organisations and international institutions address future choices of policies and capabilities. Implementation of foresight results has remained organization-specific and related to internal processes. It is also directed towards specific sets of issues like technologies, production-lines, markets and other applications. Foresight can be employed to broaden the mindset of specific problem-oriented communities and to change standard ways of looking at a range of issues, choices, etc. It can serve to develop alternative strategic orientations. It can help enhancing methodologies to be
applied to organization-relevant sets of future-related issues. Foresight can also be used to develop frameworks for how to think about future choices with a degree of coherence. It can be broadened to fuel the evolution of new problem-solving cultures.

Foresight is not a fixed and formal approach but does require some understanding of the driving organisation and its identity. Foresighting requires a process with recurring assessments – a strategic conversation, as Peter Schwartz, one of the initiators of this kind of approach, has labelled it. It thus succeeds only through participatory work. And above all, it should be geared towards a purpose and a related range of applications that are critically relevant for the organisation using it. The more it has been practiced with respective organisational and social learning, the wider the problem communities may be for effectively using it.

Within the EU, foresighting has come to be used both by the Council (its Forward Unit in case of the European Futures 2010 Project) and within the Commission in pursuit of the Lisbon goals, in particular for technology assessments. In view of changing challenges and opportunities, its scope has broadened to facilitate choices between policy options and even to shape long-term policies and activities.

At the request of various Directorates Generals within the Commission, the European Commission’s Joint Research Center’s (JRC) Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) was tasked to develop foresighting as an instrument for policy making. This led to combined efforts towards qualitative foresighting and quantitative modelling.

The FOCUS approach is in line with these developments. At the same time, it is special and innovative because it is organization-specific, geared towards the evolution of the EU of today as defined through the Lisbon Treaty into a comprehensive security provider of the future. FOCUS has a wide time-horizon (2035), yet without assuming dominant megatrends. The project it is designed to provide tools for planning EU security research in support of future policy making needs in response to external developments that challenge the internal security of the EU and its citizens. As any foresight, this requires—and puts into action—a diverse participatory process. In its further use beyond the immediate scope of the project, also a model for the eventual application of FOCUS tools and prospective future research to future policy choices will be required.

This needs reflection on future states of development within a framework that is consistent with the organizational identity assumed, in this case institutional Europe. Given Europe’s complexity and dynamics as a dual system, longer-term take-up of FOCUS results for purposes beyond the projects immediate scope—the planning for future security research—will depend on the impact that future applications of FOCUS-inspired research outcomes will have on the EU development, which itself is
most likely to undergo structural changes within a 2035 time-frame. As addressed in FOCUS, this may change the nature of required or desirable supportive research.

FOCUS is designed to support European security research planning. This article seeks to contribute to the development of a framework for assessing possible relevance of post-FOCUS research and of application of the FOCUS tools to problem solving prior to outcomes of FOCUS-informed research planning.

The project faces a threefold challenge: to foresight concurrently the EU system, the global system and the EU roles resulting from both.¹ No model exists to analyse the interactions between these, let alone to do so in a 2035 time-frame. The project is designed to develop a research agenda.

The approach chosen follows five key topics (“Big Themes”):

- to cope with environmental change and natural disasters (1)
- to protect critical infrastructures and supply chains (2)
- to provide security against terrorism and through global missions (3)
- to ensure a comprehensive approach in the pursuit of these goals (4)
- to enhance the EU internal framework for EU homeland security (5).

The first three relate to challenges, the latter two – to basic requirements (see Figure 1). Unlike strategic foresighting like in the Atlantic Councils’ “Strategic Foresighting Initiative,” the “Big Themes” do not represent by themselves dominant long-term trends but relate to issue areas that will see long-term developments which will be steered in part by mindsets of organisations/actors in charge and which security research is expected to improve with support from FOCUS. The Big Themes thus need to be reflective of long-term trends, albeit without stating them a priori.

This approach is focused on institutional Europe as a central unit. The 2035 time-frame allows for changing boundary conditions. Global changes are assumed en lieu continuing globalization of opportunities and risks.

The accelerating pace of changes within both the EU and the global environment complicates this task since the EU agenda is bound to affect the course of this academic endeavour. However, to ensure relevance of future security research, it should be evaluated also in the context of foreseeable policy choices—both current and long-term—that are assumed to be supported by future security research.

FOCUS is offering European alternatives in a 2035 time-frame that have resulted from an elaborative process and circumscribe the range of what future security research is meant to be oriented toward. The methodological orientation should, in FOCUS follow-up work, not preclude considering its relevance for ongoing European
decision making that could well disrupt or drive European developments outside the scope of the futures stipulated by the FOCUS project.

FOCUS centres on European futures, but the result is a tool to guide or enhance future security research on the European Union and to do so in support of future policy making with regard to the further evolution of the EU, including evolution of the external dimensions of its security and the range of future roles of the EU as a global security provider. This happens at a point in time when Europe finds itself amidst increasingly existential internal controversies and increasingly indisputable and incalculable rankings by other global players.

Planning research on EU security could at best bear fruit under the new Horizon 2020 Program, and given the likely incubation period for complex conceptual constructs, this could well take into the 2020s.

It is no impatience to consider the chances for FOCUS to exert influence on the current debates over Europe’s future course. At this stage it seems worth considering whether and in what ways the project’s findings could inform current discourses and
controversies over how to resolve the structural deficiencies as displayed by the debt crisis and to do so in a sustainable manner and thus in a long-term perspective.

The FOCUS project could be seen to exert some kind of special role among the security research projects under the 7th Framework Program for Research in that it considers the EU at large and its futures in a long-term perspective. It is thus inherently related to central policy developments, even if the methodological restriction is observed throughout, as indeed it is.

The pace-setting Report of the European Security Research and Innovation Form (ESRIF) has pointed out the special role of foresighting for European Security Research (ESR), but it cautions that “methodological advances require input from real problems to be sound.” In this vein, the ESRIF Report laid out four context scenarios that had guided the ESRIF effort: “Global Governance,” “Multi-polar Realism,” “New Welfare for all” and “The West between Threat and Attractions.” Global politics was chosen as the first scenario dimension.

The Background: The Lisbon Strategy

This approach reflects the course of the EU’s development throughout the first decade of the century. In 2000 the EU sought to enhance its global economic and technological competitiveness through its Lisbon strategy to counter the increasing challenges of globalization. It discovered at long last President Clinton’s “It’s the economy, stupid.” The strategy was designed to make Europe through collective efforts by 2010 “the most competitive and the most dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world.”

By 2005 the EU Council still declared that sustainable growth and employment are Europe’s most pressing goals. This made good sense. For example, China’s national strategy followed the same priorities. And the United States, after living for decades on the basis of its economic strength, is just rediscovering it. However, by 2005 the Lisbon strategy needed to be revised since all goals had been missed. Instead of a collective EU effort, the Lisbon goals now were to be attained individually by the EU Member States.

Concurrently, the external dimensions of security were increasingly recognized. So was the opportunity to cooperate on security within the EU’s institutional framework.

The plausible by-product was the initiation of the EU’s security research program under the FP 7, i.e. while the EU’s growth strategy got increasingly renationalized, there were beginnings of a common security strategy, to be reinforced by the evolving European security research program. Security and defence were understood as (1) protection of citizens against terrorism and through strengthening their resilience, and
security services on the part of the EU as foreseen by widened Petersberg missions. But it did not need the Libyan intervention to see that European efforts had largely failed to enhance the EU’s capabilities and freedom to act.

The Treaty of Lisbon (2008) was seen to provide an institutional framework for further EU evolution to be supported by the security research program. But by 2010 the context for European security research and, in fact, more generally, the conditions for the EU’s global strategy were changing profoundly:

- The debt crisis has demonstrated both Europe’s economic vulnerability and the need to develop further the EU’s governance at a stage where signs of disintegration appeared in several dimensions (currency, social cohesion, North-South fault-lines, regional fragmentation).

- With export continuing as the backbone of European economy, Europe’s dependence on external circumstances beyond its sufficient control is increasing with regard to energy, rare earth and other materials and rapidly increasing indigenous capacities in countries, with China on top, into which major portions of European exports are currently going.

- The knowledge base of European economic strength is losing ground to main competitors, thus weakening further in an increasingly competitive global environment.

- This deteriorating eco-strategic situation is increasingly exacerbated by a strategic competitiveness over resources, in view of increasingly exposed and vulnerable sea lines of communication (SLOCs) and other ways of supply, and even by military dimensions of major power relations.

- A small intervention like the one in 2011 in Libya has demonstrated Europe’s continued dependence on critical US assets and capabilities even in case of US determination to “lead from behind.” The EU can no longer afford to be confine its Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) and specialize in certain military services under limited mandates if Europe is to be accepted as a global security player. It will be increasingly seen by peer countries as marginalized if an annual collective spending of some $300 billion continue to fail buying strategic freedom to act. Moreover, reliance on the US can no longer be taken for granted. In fact, many signals point to the opposite direction.

This European predicament certainly does not rule out reversals, but reversing this ongoing decline—seen within the 2030 time-frame—would require strong efforts on the part of capable European nations and a willingness to carry the EU at large. However, the prevailing views in Washington, Beijing, New Delhi and elsewhere are that the only way for Europe to sustain stability, welfare and eventually security is that the
current disarray and downward trends are turned around. Current trends suggest the opposite.

The Lisbon strategy has failed: Economic strength cannot be expected to be generated merely through forging collective efforts. Yet the primacy of strengthening Europe’s knowledge base is more pertinent than at the time of the initiation of the Lisbon strategy. However, the boundary conditions have clearly deteriorated – not only because Europe is falling behind, but because its economy is increasingly becoming hostage to a volatile global political and geostrategic environment.

Europe is thus facing a dual challenge – in terms of both economic competitiveness and exposure to changing strategic conditions that threaten to impact European stability and wellspring. It is facing closely interconnected inner and global challenges. Amidst the current crisis that tends to affect Europe’s global competitiveness and its inner cohesion and growth potential, Europe can be seen to lack both a global strategy beyond its model of cooperativeness and a strategy for inner growth and stability beyond progressive framing of its institutional structure.

This current European debate is focused on short-term solutions for the debt crisis within an institutional structure that foreseeably will neither provide sufficient governance for economic revival nor for regaining global weight.

**Short-term Solutions in Long-term Perspective**

Europe’s current crisis is thus different from what European governments have traditionally faced since the community’s early stages: Today’s governments face choices between imposing short-term solutions on their electorates that threaten to jeopardize the very foundation of the Union and accommodating to domestic pressures that tend to accept forms of European disintegration and regression through withdrawal from community structures, regional prioritizing, political risk-taking, hope for support from third parties or simply lack of perspectives.

While this suggest degrees of renationalization in Europe, political audiences in the United States, in China, in Russia and in emerging regions largely agree that ultimately the EU will be able to sustain on a global scale only as an entity, and, worse than that, the assessment among today’s global players is increasingly that “in global terms, the European continent is in relative decline, geopolitically as well as economically.”

There certainly do, in fact, exist political trends in Europe to seek revival in terms of single-handed national ambitions. But both the legacies of the last European war as well as the transfers of sovereignties hardly leave the chance even for the major European nations to ever return to and rely on what in the past had been understood
as the raison d’être of national states – i.e. organic structures, that survive for as long as they possess some growth potential and follow a raison d’être that points the ways and aims for this growth, though without being deprived of choices nor driven by necessity. A low EU profile in an increasingly competitive global environment will eventually undermine Europe’s economic foundations. And relying merely on institutionalized Europe as its collective identity will not prevent the continuing marginalization of Europe either. In fact, either way, political decline and disintegration threaten to be followed by jeopardizing social cohesion.

Such a predicament requires more political creative power than was at work at previous thresholds. More than progressive framing will be needed. In fact, solving pressing political crises may require what systems theory, e.g. in terms of Niklas Luhmann, has suggested: that complex current problems may find easier solutions in a long-term perspective, except that the long-term perspective is both missing and in the centre of controversy.

Unlike the United States that are just leaving a decline debate behind and — unprecedented internal tensions and needs for reconstruction notwithstanding — once again are discovering the “genius of American politics” and unlike China that is rediscovering its felt vocation as the “Middle Kingdom” and even unlike Russia that has begun to redefine its future by turning to historical roots, Europe’s nations dangle between memories of a past that is unlikely to lead anywhere and futures they find increasingly difficult to reconcile and translate into some collective identity. Yet exactly this—a growing understanding of a collective European identity shared by a majority of its more than 500 million citizens—is the only hope there is in view of internal ongoing friction and alienation, a neighbourhood that is driven by youth and poverty, a dependence on raw material and energy that tends to shift productivity elsewhere, thus reducing export capacities as the economic base of Europe’s welfare, and exposing Europe’s nations to the competitive, if not coercive leverage of global players.

A strong knowledge base is the pivotal strength needed to carry into a European future with stability and some prosperity. But in unprecedented ways this will require a future-orientation of European nations that is hardly reflected in debates on the present crisis. Narrowing these fateful debates to Europe’s institutional state of affairs and its scope for progressing beyond the Lisbon Treaty will not allow to construct Europe’s future roles and standing amidst the evolving global political economic and strategic environment.

It is essential to assess the conditions and the possible inner dynamics of Europe. But given that Europe is above all challenged by global developments—not just threats, but global tectonic changes that already impact severely on today’s Europe—it is
equally essential to look from the outside and to do so both in terms of other central units in the international system and of the dynamics of global changes in the course of the coming decades, like in the 2035 time-frame.

Two EU Initiatives

Two recent political efforts initiated from Brussels reinforce this assessment. As President Herman van Rompuy has stressed in his Report on the Future of the Economics and Currency Union, the current crisis is exacerbated by the structural deficiencies of the EU’s institutional framework. The Report called for an approach and a vision intended to match the long-term challenges the Union is facing. But it was confined to four building blocks: an integrated financial framework, an integrated budget framework, an integrated economic policy-framework and ensured democratic legitimacy – indeed four demanding challenges. It did not contain, though, a solution for the pressing current problems nor a structural proposal for resolving existing structural deficiencies, nor indeed a plan for arriving at a constructive constitutional debate. Not surprisingly, the President’s initiative fell flat both on the ground of missing proposals for short-term solutions and of the burden of engaging at this stage in dialogues on end-games. Yet eventually solutions to currently pressing issues will need to at least not foreclose options for long-term structural solutions, but to be conducive to their eventual attainment.

One reason for this shortcoming was that the member state most pivotal in solving the debt crisis—Germany—is on record as the trailblazer for the EU’s institutional evolution, but turned down the President’s “vision” because it was seen as a gamble in favour of a short-term solution that Germany would not accept. What is worth mentioning here is that current structural problems do indeed require a long-term perspective, but as of now there does not exist an agreeable concept for linking current solutions to long-term structural change, even though the political debate increasingly exposes this crucial lacuna. President Rompuy invoked Jean Monnet instead: “The EU is only a stage on the way to the organized world of the future.” And Europe would help the world come together. Yet this invocation tends to add resignation to inapt authority.

In a concurrent effort the foreign ministers from the six founding EU members plus Austria, Denmark, Poland, Portugal and Spain convened in five meetings as a “Future of Europe-Group” to also address both the debt crisis and the challenges deriving from an ever accelerating process of globalization and the repercussions on Europe in a more “polycentric world.”

Their report had merits in that it stressed the need “to make the EU into a real actor on the global scene” and that this would require in the long term to strengthen the
CSDP: “Our defence policy should have more ambitious goals that go beyond sharing and pooling. Relations with strategic partners should become more effective.” Council consultations should be made more strategic and focused. The EU should aim at reviewing the “European Security Strategy.” The “EU needs to fundamentally reinforce the Common Security and Defence Policy and shape relations with strategic partners more effectively.” However, there is no reference to the nature of future challenges and the changing global context nor to the development of future coordinated approaches of EU members to make Europe into “a real actor on the global scene.” The report does not go beyond some general observations on required long-term governance structure and the overall functioning of the EU.

The tectonic changes and the increasing competitiveness within the global environment will need to drive the inner development of the EU. But this report too leaves the pivotal issue of how to relate short-term solutions to the EU’s long-term aims unanswered nor does it recognize that in the end the report is confined to the EU’s institutional framework plus its allowance for eventual treaty changes, however difficult to be achieved with 28 or more member states.

As an insightful observer has stated, the structures resulting from the Lisbon Treaty “are only a necessary, but still insufficient condition for a more effective external action of the EU.” The real test “will probably come from outside the Union,” in fact not unlike most past watersheds in the EU’s evolution. While the framing process of the EU is difficult to assess, it will “not occur in a vacuum: it will be significantly influenced and shaped by external challenges.”

Given the recognized need to find short-term solutions for the pressing problems the EU is facing in a long-term perspective that is itself in the centre of controversies, decision-makers as well as policy analysts face the challenge to reduce uncertainties and to find ways to identify alternative futures. The task for either is far from identical. As Henry Kissinger, who has acted on both sides of the river, has observed, “intellectuals analyze the operations of international systems; statesmen build them. And there is a vast difference between the perspective of an analyst and that of a statesman. The analyst can choose which problem he wishes to study, whereas the statesman’s problems are imposed on him. The statesman must act on assessments that cannot be proved at the time that he is making them.”

**Supportive Research: Demands and Roles**

While this basic condition of policy-making in terms of statesmanship still holds, policy making has become vastly more dependent on “analysts.” In fact, a common culture has become a condition for the freedom to act on the part of major powers inside the EU and globally. More than ever, envisaging future constructs that can be
pursued in current circumstances and guide problem solving in pressing situations requires a universe of discourse that combines the skills of policy makers and analytic advice.

This is reality in the United States. The European Security Research Program (ESR) could yet become an engine to generate coherent advice for European players and the EU at large. In this vein the FOCUS project could be seen as a pace setter:

- It is a central part of the ESR which in turn is part of a sustained effort to strengthen the European knowledge base
- It has a long-term time horizon
- It pursues a participatory strategy to help generating a common strategic culture
- It aims at providing European decision-makers with a tool that is intended to ease harmonized assessments and decision-making
- It presents scenarios and orientations for future security research in support of research planning, and if desired also in support of policy-making
- To facilitate relevant research and scenario-analysis, the difference between context scenarios which are standard and the embedded scenarios to be generated through the project is relevant only in view of the prime task of building an analytic platform as a tool
- For institutional reasons its prime applicability is defined for research planning. This does not belittle the declared purpose. In fact, the tool can be expected to be of extended usefulness if applied more widely.

Future European security research as foresighted by FOCUS, whatever its specific value for specific problem-solving, will be the more relevant the more it results from informed debates on policy-formation. It is appropriate to assess where the alternative worlds FOCUS has presented and the process of arriving at those meet requirements the present European predicament is posing and where it has limitations that call for broadening it in scope. After all, FOCUS is recognizant of the fact that foresighting is no fixed approach but is evolving almost as are the alternative futures it seeks to elaborate.

**Foresighting: The FOCUS Approach**

The FOCUS project applies the methodology recommended by both the European Security Research Advisory Board and ESRIF. While it is not a fixed approach, it allows to deal with broad qualitative uncertainties and assumes “the possibility of different futures (or future states) to emerge, as opposed to the assumption that there is
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an already given, pre-determined future, and hence highlights the opportunity of shaping our futures.\textsuperscript{20}

Foresighting is widely practiced by corporations and governments. Corporations have in fact increasingly based strategic decisions on scenario-analysis.\textsuperscript{21} For governments and multinational organizations this has become practice for sectoral decision-making, e.g. in defence planning. The EU Commission has itself undertaken a comprehensive effort to develop and analyze scenarios for Europe 2010, although without effects on policy-making.\textsuperscript{22} In academia and RTOs numerous efforts have been made to offer alternative futures for guiding policy making, but governments seldom share the assumptions.\textsuperscript{23}

Both the challenges and the requirements (“Big Themes”) are considered in their given context (see Figure 1). The three basic requirements differ in how they affect the EU’s needs for comprehensiveness and effective internal structure. In regard to the former, Europe is part of what is exposed to the Global Commons (except for non-man-made or industrial incidents that are not representing new challenges). Critical infrastructures and capacities for secure supply chains are central to internal security. But Europe is also increasingly depending on global networks and networks within or through endangered regions in ways that still drive Europe to find roles between national and more universal structures and responsibilities. As for security (and defence as the ultimate component) the quest for Europe as a security provider may decrease and was limited anyway. But in a possibly more competitive global environment where peer competitors may polarize in critical regions, Europe’s global role could require capabilities to secure strategic freedom to act on a global scale (as originally envisaged in Saint Malo).

So far European security research under FP7 has been largely confined to the first two basic requirements.\textsuperscript{24} Some global aspects of the third basic requirement are dealt with in FOCUS Deliverable 6.2 with three resulting global context scenarios (see Table 1).\textsuperscript{25} But the scenario-analysis of specific requirements is deferred to subsequent research as envisaged through the FOCUS Analytic Platform.

The FOCUS approach is centred on institutional Europe as defined through the Lisbon Treaty. Within a 2035 time-horizon a scenario-approach is chosen that allows to identify threats and incidents that may affect Europe, required responses and eventually European futures.

This is in line with familiar methodologies for future research. But foresighting is not a fixed approach, and if used in problem-solving, it will be organization-specific. Depending on the purpose, scenario-analysis is often pursued through vignettes or embedded sub-scenarios. For FOCUS this is done by deriving vignettes from context
scenarios as guidance for planning future security research, i.e. in the Horizon-2020 context.

While outcomes of the project may also be evaluated and possibly used without this restriction, it is essential for some of the conceptual features of FOCUS:

- The EU is chosen as the central unit. The changing nature of both state power and the distribution of power is recognized, but the future ways for Europe to interact as a dual system with other powers are confined to how institutional Europe could or should respond.

- A continuum of internal and external security is assumed as a way to identify research needs, but this reflects only the need for reconceptualizing the evolving future structures for relating strategic units to the global system.

- Europe is seen to be exposed to external risks and threats that may cause internal challenges. They are considered as distinctly different in terms of the three challenges chosen. But apart from the fact that the range of challenges (“Big Themes”) is wider in discomforting ways, they not only display transversal topics which is the case, but their very interactions together with other global changes are constituting the dynamics Europe may need to cope with. Once again, strategy is shaped by the choice between a unit-centred approach and a global orientation. Both are relevant, but it is important to see the differences.

- The changing global environment is recognized, but globalization and economic growth are assumed as the continuing prime drivers which tends to leave out new types of competitiveness that globalization has begun to branch out.

- Similarly, the changing nature of power—not only its distribution—is recognized, but the assumption that power will gradually move away from its parameters known from 20th century is understood in ways that narrow the scope along with the assumed dominance of globalization. Geopolitical and geostrategic dimensions of global change tend to be deferred to “strategic” analysis.

- Within this context, institutional Europe and its citizens are seen as exposed to threats and risks from both internal and external sources, which is in line with the overall objective of European security research. But this tends to exclude how global changes will necessitate more complex comprehensiveness of EU responses and more capable and effective internal structures to sustain external pressures and to enable Europe to engage in future global competition.
This conceptual framework is chosen for research planning, which is a plausible choice. It allows relevant contributions per se and through future FOCUS-inspired research. To fully assess the overall transfer value of this approach for policy-making, the following two key issues remain to be addressed:

- What is the foreseeable general future process for translating security research into policy-guidance or even policy making, in particular in view of ongoing changes that will alter the needs for supportive research?
- How could the FOCUS approach, in a policy-centred follow-up on its core results, be combined with parallel efforts that are not unit-focused or centred on security research and planning for its future shape but seek to understand how possible global changes within the 2035 time-frame can impact Europe, what is needed for Europe to prevail in more competitive and new global environments, what kind of Europe could still develop as a global player and what is implied for European nations and citizens if Europe continues to be marginalized.

**Central Unit vs. Global Context: Four Cases**

To evaluate different approaches to how European and global developmental challenges may interact in the longer run, it is useful to depart from a number of distinctions, including the following:

- Europe as global security contributor vs. Europe as global player
- development state vs. trends and inflictions
- current stake plus extrapolation vs. long-term trend analysis
- external risks and threats vs. changing challenging global boundary conditions
- globalization vs. dynamic geopolitics
- self-centred perspective vs. Europe in perspective of global or regional peer countries (“looking from outside”).

Comparing EU-related foresighting to how foresighting would fit the perspectives of peer countries like the US, China or Russia displays profound differences:

- The US is constitutionally secure, but faces rapidly changing social structures and needs internal modernization to regain and preserve global dominance, yet without hegemonic leverage.
- China seeks to maintain unity and cohesion along with growth that in turn requires increasing global outreach without the risks of major confrontations and without disintegrating repercussions on domestic developments.
• Russia is needing constitutional changes to ensure unity and growth as the way to regain a global role through stabilizing and expanding dependencies of peer countries on Russian resources.

• As a dual system Europe is not expected to finalize its constitutional process which continues to complicate its global competitiveness, which in turn will be increasingly essential for preserving and protecting its internal cohesion, stability and welfare and suffices to engage in strategic partnerships without exposing itself to major confrontations.

The four powers thus differ in terms of constitutional stability, growth, global dependencies, strategic leverage, etc.

• The US is engaged in strategic contraction as a precondition for domestic stability to preserve its global role.

• China seeks to expand its global outreach to secure internal growth and cohesion and avoid foreign interference.

• Russia is intent to reinforce unity through reviving its identity as a way to maintain internal cohesion and one-dimensional external leverage that depends on cooperation en face of multiple competition.

• The EU is different on all accounts: It needs to stabilize itself as a strategic unit, since even major member states will not preserve their social cohesion and prosperity alone, and to that end it needs to combine its dual nature with strategic assertiveness in wider and global environments beyond its economic one-dimensionality.26

Foresighting approaches could be developed for all four cases. They would obviously differ widely. Moreover, no global model exists that would allow to integrate all four foresighting approaches. Since the US is inherently defined in global terms and since relations between the US and Europe are unique, it seems expedient to compare the FOCUS approach to current US efforts to assess the US future in a global context.27

The FOCUS and NIC/AC Approaches

The US National Intelligence Council (NIC) has issued for the fifth time its report “Global Trends: Alternative Worlds.”28 Like its predecessors, it aims at “providing a framework for thinking about the future.”29 Also like its predecessors, it has been generated in participatory manner, e.g. workshops, interviews, etc. in some 20 countries. It is focused on global futures. The role of the US as a driver is considered as one of six main game-changers.

But given the shaping power of the US, the report considers the US also with regard to its role and impact on alternative worlds (“The American Factor”) and it does so essentially within the NIC framework. By implication geostrategic and geopolitical issues are more central than in the NIC Report. The US AC Report has resulted from the AC’s ongoing “Strategic Foresight Initiative.”

Taken together, the two reports can be seen as complementary unit-centred and globally-oriented efforts. However, they do not provide a model for describing interactions over extended periods.

Comparing the NIC approach to FOCUS is useful in view of the different global roles and futures for the US and the EU. These are the main elements of the NIC approach:

1) Four stable mega-trends:
   - individual empowerment
   - diffusion of power
   - demographic patterns
   - growing food/water and energy nexus;

2) Six possible game-changers:
   - crisis-prone global economy
   - governance gap
   - potential for increased conflict
   - wider scope of regional instability
   - impact of technologies
   - role of the United States;

3) Seven tectonic shifts within the 2030 time-frame:
   - growth of middle class
   - access to lethal and disruptive technologies
   - economic power shift to East and South
   - aging and migration
   - urbanization
   - food and water shortage
   - US energy independence.

4) Disruptive impacts are seen as potentially caused by “Black Swans,” that is low probability/high impact events. Eight such causes are enlisted:
   - severe endemic
• accelerated climate change
• Euro/EU collapse
• democratic or collapsed China
• reformed Iran
• solar geomagnetic storms
• US disengagement.

5) Four potential worlds are considered with different key players and drivers. Like in FOCUS, these have been chosen from an endless variety of scenarios. They are seen to represent distinct pathways from future developments out to 2030. But “in reality, the future will consist of elements from all the alternative worlds.” These are the four alternative worlds:

• “Stalled Engines” in which the US and Europe turn inward and globalization stalls
• “Fusion” in which the US and China cooperate, leading to worldwide cooperation on global challenges
• “Gini-out-of-the Bottle” in which economic inequalities dominate
• “Non-state world” in which non-state actors take the lead in solving global challenges.

Towards an integrated Framework

The FOCUS Deliverable systematically addressing aspects of the global context is Deliverable 6.2, that also follows the familiar scenario-development approach (see Table 1), with five identified key drivers: the role and nature of state power, globalization and growth, security environment, societal demographics and migration and EU modalities.

For each developmental path distinctly different states are distinguished. Extrapolation of current basic trends is based on ten building blocks: continuation of the global order, but increasingly undermined by globalization and the “demands of people.” The US will remain the backbone of order with Europe “as one of its pillars.” Power centres are shifting to Asia and the Pacific. Non-state actors like IMF, World Bank, and others will increase their shaping power. The role of ideology as a source of identity will degrade. The global economy tends to turn into sustainable environment, but also begins to branch out into regionalism. The nature of power is not expected to change as a result of technological breakthroughs. Communication and information technologies will, however, challenge all traditional political system. Environmental issues will continue to be seen as global issues.
Table 1. Key drivers and distinct states in the exploration of alternative global futures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Global context</th>
<th>B. Globalisation and economic growth</th>
<th>C. Security environment</th>
<th>D. Societal Demographics &amp; Migration</th>
<th>E. EU Modalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 Dominant global competitions</td>
<td>B1 Accelerated globalisation and growth</td>
<td>C1 Global collective security architecture</td>
<td>D1 Balanced demographics and limited migration</td>
<td>E1 Continuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 Global management</td>
<td>B2 Cyclic globalisation and growth</td>
<td>C2 Cooperative security</td>
<td>D2 Expanding demographic gaps and controlled migration</td>
<td>E2 Differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 Dominant regional dynamics</td>
<td>B3 Retarded globalisation and growth</td>
<td>C3 Fragmented security</td>
<td>D3 Migration tsunami</td>
<td>E3 Enhanced selective governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4 Conflict-dominated global context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E4 Outside EU’s institutional framework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consistency analysis\(^{34}\) has produced three global scenarios out of a multitude of possible scenarios:

- Constructive World
- Fragmented World
- Confusing World.

They differ with regard to stability of the global order, the continuation of globalization and growth, the role and orientation of the global powers, the conflict potential and above all to the status, role, potential and influence of Europe.

This compares to three of the four worlds the NIC Report offers (constructed as the result of a similar selection process):

- Constructive World corresponds roughly to the Fusion World
- Fragmented World to the Gini-out-of-the-Bottle World, and
- Confusing World in some ways to the Stalled Engine World.

The NIC Report adds the Non-state World in which nation-states do not disappear, but are turning inward (in some ways comparable to the flat world described by Friedman\(^{35}\)).
Non-state actors are understood not just negatively as hostile non-state units, e.g. terrorists, but on a global scale as corporations, NGOs and other organizations that face and possibly cause global changes and challenges in a world where states continue to act, though with diminishing leverage and control. Thomas L. Friedman has described this as the “flattening world” that will leave some parts on the globe outside and that can also be instrumentalized by some peer countries at the expense of others. In an earlier study Jean Marie Guéhenno went further and sought to anticipate the implications of a less institution-driven, networked world for Europe, a perspective that the NIC Report re-introduced as the fourth of its alternative worlds.

Up to the generation of the three context scenarios, the FOCUS approach thus is in many ways comparable to the NIC Report, although many details differ, including the centring of FOCUS on the planning of security research to support future EU roles as a global actor to provide security to its citizens.

Therefore, FOCUS by its nature does not cover the full range of the NIC Report:

- For FOCUS the reference organization is institutional Europe. Given the nature of the dual system, Europe is not defined as a strategic player in relation to other powers and in a geostrategic context.

- FOCUS considers Europe essentially in terms of its institutional structure as defined through the Lisbon Treaty with allowance for change in view of the built-in flexibility and possible needs for treaty changes. The AC Report seeks to evaluate Europe’s global role and follows earlier NIC perspectives according to which a “federal Europe—unlikely in the 2020 time-frame—is not necessary to enable it to play a weightier international role so long as it can begin to mobilize resources and fuse divergent views into collective policy goals... an economic “leap forward”—stirring renewed confidence and enthusiasm in the European project—could trigger such enhanced international action.”

- FOCUS considers European futures in terms of the EU’s institutional framework. The NIC’s Mapping Report is downgrading the institutional aspects and claims instead that “Europe’s future international role depends greatly on whether it undertakes major structural economic and social reforms to deal with its aging work-force problem. The demographic picture will require a concerted, multi-dimensional approach.”

- Institutional Europe is lacking the kind of identity peer countries somehow have. For the same reason it is stressing the “inside” and its borderlines more than the big nation states would, which tend to view Europe anyway rather as a multiple identity that would need to forge collective will whatever the degree of formal integration.
• The FOCUS worlds and their derivatives tend to be oriented towards a narrower range of challenges and requirements than the NIC Report which is mainstream. Changing rankings over time and power shifts and the respective inflictions cannot be represented within the FOCUS framework if foresight is tied to institutional Europe as the reference organization. The nearest equivalent to finalité would be to continuously ensure the balance between national and European consciousness of all nations on the Continent, as Timothy Garton Ash has suggested.40

Given the global role of the US, the NIC approach provides for the dimensions needed for assessing the changing distributions and shifts of power and influence. But it does not differentiate between the identity of multiple Europe and institutional Europe.

Like NIC and the AC’s Strategic Foresight Initiative, the FOCUS approach could broaden its applicability if repeated e.g. every five years. For supportive security research this implies that indeed “roads are made by walking,” not prescriptions. FOCUS can initiate research that could at least show directions and help generating problem communities that render the foresighting process ever more pivotal and moving it beyond short-term tactics on to strategic orientations that could make Europe a full-scale partner and counterpart for the peer countries and on a global scale. Within the next five years—until the sixth NIC Report—it should not be too difficult to make the two approaches mutually supportive. After all, for both FOCUS and NIC common US and European approaches promise the most constructive “worlds.”
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